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Customer Profile
Universidad Autónoma del Estado de 
Morelos (UAEM) in Mexico started as a very 
small university in 1938 and has grown 
considerably since then to develop programs 
of higher education, and an important 
source of knowledge for the research and 
development community there. The Center 
for Research in Engineering and Applied 
Sciences (CIICAp) was established at UAEM 
to conduct innovative research that can be 
beneficial to the students but also bring 
benefits of the research to the masses at an 
affordable cost. Dr. Margarita Tecpoyotl-Torres 
leads a team of students and researchers at 
CIICAp to develop innovative antennas that 
are useful to the society. Her main research 
interest includes MEMS, antenna design, and 
microwave devices. She currently holds four 
patents, conceded by Mexican Institute of 
Intellectual Property, IMPI, two copyrights  
and one trademark. She holds the status  
of National Researcher (SNI) level 1. 

Development of World’s  
Smallest TV Antenna
Television is considered as one of the most 
important media of communications in Mexico. 
Several tests conducted in cities like Tijuana, 
Guadalajara and Mexico City, demonstrated 
that oftentimes the challenge is the successful 
transmission of signals to some of the more 
remote areas, especially indoors.

Typically a Yagi array antenna is used for  
TV reception. Yagi antenna provides a directed 
beam that goes towards the TV tower, 
permitting a high degree of signal reception. 
Dr. Tecpoyotl’s team developed an antenna 
that is miniaturized into a smaller footprint, 
while at the same time improving the signal 
stability, compared with other passive antennas.

Three factors are extremely important. The first 
one is the design technology, the second 
one is the material of the radiating patch 
and the third factor is the radome (covering) 
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Challenge
Design of low cost light weight antennas 
for TV and automotive applications

Altair Solution
Altair’s FEKO offers very powerful 
and reliable simulation technology for 
antenna design. A wide range of solution 
methodologies within FEKO makes it a 
one-stop solution for antenna designs.

Benefits
Low cost, light weight antennas are need 
to make modern day communications 
(via TV, GPS, etc) affordable for masses, 
specifically in developing countries.
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UAEM Success Story 

“FEKO is used by us to simulate our designs due to its high accuracy and 
performance, allowing widely reliable implementations. Its computational 
technology and friendly interface make complex designs easier to simulate 
and optimize. We have reduced the time and costs in the development  
of our prototypes. Some of them are now patented” 

Dr. Margarita Tecpoyotl-Torres, 
Professor, 
Universidad Autonoma del Estado de Morelos

of the antenna. The UAEM design is really 
novel because it is not just a single antenna, 
but an array of two antennas. Dr. Tecpoyotl 
and her team developed the world’s smallest 
antenna with 11 centimeters in length,  
7 centimeters wide, 6.5 millimeters thick, 
weighing 12 grams and, when coated, 
weighing only 80 grams. This dual antenna 
for broadcast television receives analog and 
digital broadcast channels. As a compact 
rectangle that actually contains an array of 
smaller antennas, the antenna is designed 
to be fixed to a roof without an attached 
mast, and operate under even very low 

temperatures. It can also be used indoors 
and can be run through a signal splitter to 
connect to multiple TVs. It does not require 
electricity/power to operate.

Dr. Tecpoyotl’s first became familiar with 
FEKO in the 2005-2006 timeframe when 
the University received complimentary 
FEKO licenses for research. She and her 
team have since used FEKO routinely for 
design and simulation in their research. 
“FEKO is used by us to simulate our designs 
due to its high accuracy and performance, 

allowing widely reliable implementations. 
Its computational technology and friendly 
interface make complex designs easier to 
simulate and optimize. We have reduced the 
time and costs in the development of our 
prototypes. Some of them are now patented” 
says Dr. Tecpoyotl.

"The idea came from applying new materials 
and new geometries, to create a smaller 
antenna in comparison to those that already 
are available. Due to the characteristics of 
our design, the patent was granted 2015, 
and now we seek an investment opportunity 

Gain of the GPS antenna located on the
center of the roof of simplified AUDI R8

Simplified car model with the antenna located on center  
of the roofof simplified AUDI R8



that allows us to mass produce it" she adds. 
When the antenna was tested in California it 
was able to pick up 68 signals, and was also 
capable of picking up 28 digital signals in 
Mexico City. The development of the antenna 
led to the creation of a spin-off company, 
INNTECVER, S.A. de C.V., which is looking  
for opportunities to commercialize and mass 
produce the new technology. The antenna, 
when mass produced, is affordable and  
easy to install, and could potentially bring  
TV broadcasting to remote, rural areas 
in developing countries, therefore  
making information, education, culture,  
and entertainment, available to a population  
that could not afford it otherwise.

GPS Antenna for 
Automotive Applications
In addition to the development of world’s 
smallest TV reception antenna, Dr. Margarita 
Tecpoyotl Torres and her team have been 
working on development of compact 
antenna for GPS (Global Position System). 
The automotive sector has been interested 
in development and implementation of 
navigation systems, which are considered 
as one of the most important part of the 
modern day automobile. They use GPS, with  
a pre-loaded database of maps and highways 

in order to locate the vehicle. With the increase 
in automobile usage, accurately determining 
its location has become one of the growing 
priorities. The main advantages of the 
navigation systems are reduction in the  
time of journey, fuel consumption, and in  
the emission of contaminant gases.  
The other application of the GPS technology  
is automatic location of vehicles (AVL),  
as the medium to determine the geographic 
position of the vehicle and to transmit this 
information to the place where it can be 
used and exploited. This tool is extremely 
useful to the management of fleets of 
service vehicles, emergencies, construction, 
public transportation, recovery stolen 
vehicles, and public security.

Dr. Tecpoyotl and her team at UAEM, designed 
and fabricated a low cost replacement of  
GPS antenna for automobile applications.  
Altair’s FEKO is used to design the GPS 
antenna with a unique feed point and  
a substrate of RT/Duroid 5880.  

A simplified AUDI R8 model is used to 
predict performance of the GPS antenna 
when mounted on the roof of the car. 

For the test of the antenna prototype as  
a replacement antenna, a GPS development 

kit was used, includes a GPS development 
card (ER-102-J, SiRF Star-II), and the 
NMEAgent data (this software shows the 
current location). Three measurement points 
were established at CIICAp parking. Results 
are also compared with a Garmin GPS.  
It can be noted, that the kit with replacement 
antenna provides the closest values to that 
of the Garmin GPS measurements.
In conducting design simulations for many 
different projects, working with extremely 
complex geometries, Dr. Tecpoyotl and 
her team found that the length of the 
simulations is the most time consuming 
part. Citing several examples such as 
development of antennas for the vehicles 
and development of an antenna with a 
support, simulations could easily run for up 
to a week at a time. Dr. Tecpoyotl estimates 
the reduced time to be the most important 
benefit of using Altair’s HyperWorks.  
When comparing FEKO with other programs,  
Dr. Torres says the design time was reduced 
by approximately 60% making concept to 
reality faster and less expensive.

GPS kit with (a) its original antenna and (b) with 
the replacement antenna fabricated at UAEM

Three measurement points at CIICAp Parking
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